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Always achieve better.



New features

Improved control and management of your team and activity costs

This release brings you far greater visibility and control over your team and activity costs. 

We have developed a BRAND NEW team and activity cost management centre which is more 
user-friendly and allows you to easily view and administer all your costs. The improvements mean that 
you can now:

Assign the right cost for the right team 
In addition to recording labour and activity costs, you can now assign costs to your specific teams. This 
provides a more accurate and granular view which better supports different team types, such as 
out-of-hours teams or contractors.

Easily view and filter your activity costs 
New filter options mean that it is now far easier to view your activity costs. You can filter your records 
through a wide range of variations, such as client, work log type, team or cost group.

Create and assign cost groups 
Another helpful management tool provided in this release is the ability to create and assign cost groups. 
These allow you to create sub-groups of cost records which make it easy to filter. For example, you can 
group costs that you know will change on a regular basis. You can then filter those records by their 
group and quickly amend them with just a few clicks.



New features

Manage cost uplifts yourself 
The introduction of bulk update functionality means you can now easily update multiple cost uplifts. All 
you need to do is select the cost records you wish to amend and enter the uplift value. It’s as simple as 
that.

View the history of any changes 
The new cost management centre includes a history tab in which you can see a complete audit trail of all 
changes made. You can see what the change was, when it was made and by who. If you use formulas 
against uplifted costs, you will also be able to view the details of that formula.



Enhancements

“Goods’ Receipts” Panel now includes the Order Line Description

When Goods’ Receipts are viewed users can now also see the Order Line Description which is taken 
from the Purchase Order (PO). Where ad-hoc parts are used this allows users, and those receiving the 
goods, to easily identify the actual part that was requested via the description.

Creating the PO
The Order Line Description is added in the box at the bottom of the screen when creating a PO.



Enhancements

Within the Goods’ Receipt Panel, users can then view the Order Line Description by hovering over the 
information icon.

The Order Line Description is also visible when allocating parts, searching by either PO number or part 
ID.



Bug fixes

Issue: Job creation - contact creation/amendment user right error

Different user rights: 
● User right QJCECD enables entry and amendment of a contact number 
● User right QJCECN enables entry and amendment of a contact name

To create a new contact both user rights are required. 

For users with only the QJCECD right enabled, an issue was identified when creating a new job. These 
users could enter a contact number but because their user rights didn’t allow them to add a contact 
name, the job was being saved without the contact number.

Resolution: When creating a new job, if a user only has the QJCECD right enabled they can now 

amend an existing contact however if they do not also have the other user right QJCECN, they will not 
be able to enter new contact details and this field will be inaccessible.

Issue: Deleted attribute lookup values still displayed on the job 
attribute page

When deleting drop down responses (lookup values) the deleted response would still be available for 
selection on new entries when completing surveys in the job attributes page on job details. 

Resolution: Deleted responses are now not available for selection on new responses. Please 

note that job attributes which were saved with a now deleted response will still display this value. 

Issue: Mobile ‘web app’ - date selection limited to a range of 1950 
to 2050

Resolution: The date range has now been increased on the mobile ‘web app’ to allow the 

selection of dates between 1800-2200.



Bug fixes

Issue: Accessing standard reports

Some client-partners have been unable to access standard reports. 

Resolution: The source of this issue was located (it was caused by the rounding update) and a 

resolution has been put in place.

The following reports have been fixed and will now be accessible by all: 

● Work in progress report
● Completed appointment activity report
● Financial ageing report 
● Gas servicing valuation report 
● Jobs per property report 
● Profit & loss report 
● Resource job completion report

Issue: Old interface displayed when switching tabs on search view

An issue was highlighted where the old interface would display briefly when switching tabs on the 
search view. 

Resolution: This has been resolved and the interface now loads correctly. 

Issue: Team calendar displayed in resource’s working/non-working 
time

If a resource had a different calendar set than the rest of their assigned team, that user would see the 
team’s calendar and events in their working/non-working time rather than their own calendar. 

Resolution: If a different calendar setup across the team and resource is required, the resource’s 

working/non-working time will now display the calendar assigned to the resource. The team calendar 
will be displayed when viewing the team’s working/non-working times.


